
AccuRoute Fax Environment 

AccuRoute On Premise offers the same 

great local, secure and reliable infrastructure 

traditionally offered by AccuRoute. 

AccuRoute allows for deep integration into 

a business’s existing infrastructure, from the 

front end with integrated MFP Panel Buttons, 

to the end destination of a DMS like iManage 

or NetDocuments.

• Scalable

• Cost Effective for Large businesses with Large volumes

• Can leverage true fax boards or voip protocol fax

• Enables local and cloud integrations

• Let’s the business have full control over their AccuRoute infrastructure

• Allows for local devices like MFPs to be utilized by the AccuRoute Server

• Supports redundancy, failover and load balancing

• Enables other AccuRoute Modules, such as AccuRoute Content 
Monitor, AccuRoute CX, or AccuRoute Server Monitor

On-Premise

AccuRoute On-Premise | Reliable, Secure

AccuRoute is a single platform and fully integrated approach to automating and 
accelerating business process workflows. Our Fax Solutions Tell your documents 
where to go and what to do when they get there — securely and effortlessly.



The AccuRoute Hybrid Solution offers the 

same benefits of a local environment as 

On-Premise does, but with the addition of 

Cloud Faxing Capabilities. The addition of the 

cloud fax module to AccuRoute On-Premise 

lets you off-load the burden of maintaining 

fax hardware, while taking full advantage of 

everything AccuRoute has to offer.

AccuRoute Cloud Fax, AccuRoute’s pure 

desktop faxing solution allows for anywhere 

faxing, use the online portal anywhere that 

has internet services to send secure faxes. 

Integrated with Email Providers such as Outlook 

or Gmail, and PCI DSS Certified Compliant, 

AccuRoute Cloud Fax is the perfect answer 

for those looking reliably and securely fax 

important and potentially sensitive information.

AccuRoute Hybrid Faxing | Your Ultimate Integrated Solution

AccuRoute Cloud Fax | The Future of Fax

• Can be built into existing AccuRoute Environments

• Scalable

• Enables local and cloud integrations

• Let’s the business have a large amount of control 
over their AccuRoute Infrastructure

• Allows for local devices like MFPs to be utilized by the AccuRoute Server

• Supports redundancy, failover and load balancing

• Enables other AccuRoute Modules, such as AccuRoute Content 
Monitor, AccuRoute CX, AccuRoute Server Monitor

• Complies with a variety of data sovereignty compliance

• Scalable by users and processing power

• Simply, Secure Fax Communications

• Perfect for SMB enterprises that want low IT responsibility

• Faxing as a service, with subscriptions and overages

• Fax through Email or Web Portal

• Redundant

• No Local Device support

• Unable to use other AccuRoute Modules, such as ARCM or ARCX

• Can comply by a wide variety of data sovereignty laws

Hybrid

Cloud Fax
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Conclusion

There is no one size fits all solution. That’s why we offer a trifecta of solutions that can be easily tailored to your 

organization’s needs, without sacrificing security, convenience, or scalability. Contact us today to learn how AccuRoute’s 

fax solutions can bring your processes up to speed, so you stay competitive in our fast-paced modern business era and 

keep pace well into the future. 
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About Upland Software                 
Upland Software (Nasdaq: UPLD) is a leading provider of cloud-based Enterprise Work Management software. Our family of applications enables users 
to manage their projects, professional workforce and IT investments; automate document-intensive business processes; and e ectively engage with 
their customers, prospects and community via the web and mobile technologies. With more than 4,000 customers and over 450,000 users around the 
world, Upland Software solutions help customers run their operations smoothly, adapt to change quickly, and achieve better results every day.


